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Membership of the Guild is open to anyone having an
interest in pottery and sculpture Et offers the members
many opportunities each year to see the top potters
and sculptors demonstrating their skills. ln addition, an
annual Open Day is held with demonstrations.
Exhibitions, visis and workhops are also organised at
various times.
Membership Rates: Family E21.OO

Single f,17.50
Studentf, 9.OO

Send your cheque, made payable to D.C.P.G., b
Digby Stoa, "Broomfield", 36 Box Lane, Boxmoor,
Herts., HP3 ODl tel: 01442 40+122. (lf ioining
after March, please phone for a reduced introductory
rate).
The Dacorum el Chiltern Potters Guild Newsletter is

published quarterly in February, May, August and
November, being distributed free to all members of the
Guild, other craft groups t{ organisations.
Contributions to the Newsletter are always welcome
(s.a.e. please with any items to be returned). Opinions
expressed in items published do not necessarily reflect
the opinions of the Committee or Guild members as a
whole; nor is the Guild responsible for the content of
individual advertisements printed in the Newsletter.
REPRODUCTION OF NEWSLETTER. ARTICLES
Afticles in this Newsletter are the copyright of the
Guild or the Author unless otherwise attributed Er may
not be reproduced, copied or used in any way without
the permission of the Cuild or the Author.
Copy dates Publication dates
(latest receipt of material for typing)

Acme Batt Co,
Well it's finally happened! .... Aftq 16 yers in the business l've set up my
oM compmy. We spaialise in the mmufacfue md supply of kiln fumitue
to studio potttrs, hobby potters, colleges md schmls...Bulng is now as easy
as calling A-B-C.

> No minimum ordq.
> Fast, friendly md eflicient sewiw. llappy to discuss your requirements,

absold€ly no obligation to buy. Free help and advie.
> Nolongertiedb.iustonerefractorymmufacturer...differingqualitiesadpries.

No point in being fored to buy a Rolls Roy€ when a mini will do?
F Huge STOCK of'Best quality' refractoris for immediate ollection liom our

Stokeon-Trent base, or nationwide delivery-Ovemight if roluired!
> Cut to size servie. any size. any shape. my thickness. Squue, round. trimgulr,

perforated ad plain bans.
l5 tonnes ofreduccd pricc, slight rconds/subs. Don't delay!
Bankrupt st@k Pl@se ilquirc.
Very competitive pri@s to suit all budgets.
Kiln sbelves, tubular props, castellated props, tile cranks, stilts, pins,
cem€nts, batt washes etc,

Please contact Walter Brayford for quotations completely
without obligation.

Telephone 01782 505405, Fax 01782 504422
Mobile 07817 04097 l. Email walter@claylake.com
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We can book space ahead of the copy date but, in
general, need the final arnvork not later than THREE
DAYS after the copy date.

ADVERTISING RATES:

Did \lou l(-norxz?
We are localresellen for

POTCLAY KILNS
___ Limited

Cas & Electric Kilns

Scruices we provide*
. ,\dvisc on a sritable kihl - Provide quotations .

. Inspc( )1)ur prenises lbr polver supply, installation a1d safcty.
. Arraige deiivery . IIale conncction .

. Ccrnmissioll the kiln atd trait) )ou to fire it .
* Soilc of lhese scrrices are subject to a charqc

(lnstallario! and rcsring ro 8S767 1 IEI Wiring Regularion)

Call for an information pack
Jonathan Ss-itzman

4, tlyrtlc cirdens, Hrnwell. I ondon W7 3JQ
Phone' f il. Answcr mrchine 020 8 579 7468 l\tobile 07958 420 350

E mail: ccramicsfds$ i{1nr!n knct.o ut

f 14.00
822.50

whole page (depending on availability) f.50.00
small ads 25p per word (20 words free to members)
semi-displayz 1 / l2 page 3.5 cm.high x Scm.wide
from your artwork L 7.OO
or typesetting - maximum 50 words f,l0.00
Covers: Back + 200/o; lnside + 1 5olo

Distribution of leaflets: A5[2.5gram]-f35.00
A4[5 gram] - f,35.OO

The above charges are for distribution of 200 leaflets
printed on standard weight paper [8O g.s.m.] ready
for distribution and delivered direct to the Editor. For
other size/weight leafles and for all advertising
enquiries please telephone Sylvia Fitzwilliam on
01442-242 332
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Paul Priest wor*ing on his sculpture at the Guild
Worlshop photograph by Helen Vernon
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EDIT(lRIAI.
The workhop with Paul Priest became a two-day affair
with Helen Vernon arranging two separate events, each
for eight students. An enjoyable time was had by all
and Helen reported that some striking sculptures had

been produced. We hope that we will see some of
these at our Potters Open Day (POD) this year.

Having mentioned the POD, I am delighted to report
that we have asked Ruthanne Tudball and lack Doherty
to be our demonstrators this year. Not only will these

two outstanding potters be with us, but your
committee is planning that this event WILL BE FREE to
all paid-up DCPG members this year. And it ges
better, because our organiser, }oy Wills, is arranging
for a caterer to provide food on the day to suit all
tastes. The lunch will not be free (well come on now,
be reasonable) but will be at a very nominal price. The
POD will be on Saturday 19'h November at the
Longdean School in Hemel Hempstead (with heating
provided), so put a note in your diary now.

Mervyn Fiuwilliam

4'hMay - S'hJune Annual Exhibition at the New
Studio Gallery, Rose Court, Olney. Olney is ten
minutes'drive from junction 14 on the Ml, and the
gallery is just off the main square. Opening hours l0-
5pm Mon-Fri., and I -5pm Sun. and bank holidays.
Olney is a delightful old market town with plenty of
galleries, antique shops and watering holes. Take a

friend out for the day, and support your Guild.
Fri. l3'h May. VMenne RodwelFDavies. Well
known as a potter and art teacher at Barnet and West
Heru. Colleges, and an active member of the Guild,

Futurc Guild Eventj
Other Evenb

Vivienne trained at Camberwell, where she specialised
in drawing and ceramics. Her current output ranges
from domestic ware in salt and soda glaze, to figurative
work in raku. She also runs occasional workhops from
her studio at home, in hand-building, raku, smoke-
firing, and paper kilns. Tonight's meeting will cover a

variety of topics, from making ideas to firings.
Guaranteed to give you plenty of ideas to keep you
going over the summer.

l$-3rd luly. DCPG to the lnternatlonal Ceramics
Festival '05 at Aberystwyth

PITSTI!NE OPEN DAYS 2005.
The Pitstone Farm Museum's Open Days for

the coming year have been confirmed as Sun lune
1 2'h, Sun luly lO'h, Sun Aug 1 4'h and Sun Sept I I th.

These are our "rent days" when we are asked to
demonstrate pottery techniques to the Museum's
visitors. Over the last year we have had members
demonstrating hand building and throwing on the old
kick wheel and also "have a go" raku decorating and
firing.

These days are great fun for all concerned, but
I am sorry to say we only have a few regular supporters
among our members. Come on folk, how about
having a go this year!

Even if you can't make it to the open days, it
would be a great help if people could donate small
biscuit fired items for use in the "have a go" raku
decorating. Small moulded animal shapes are very
popular with the children, but anything else, bowls,
dishes, vases etc, would be much appreciated. They
don't need to be anything fancy.

ln addition to the Open Days, when the
museum has other craft workers demonstrating and
selling, the museum is also open on Bank Holiday
Mondays for people to come in and look at the farm
exhibia. Norman says they get a good number of
visitors and he would be happy for us to set up a stall
to sell our own pots or do our own firing on those
days. Anyone interested? Give me a ring, (these

would be May 2nd, May 3O'h and August 29th).

Jan Kent

6-8'h May. Craft Fair at Hatfield House. See

Iocal press for further details

6-8'h May. 'Ceramic Art London'05. A major
new fair, with plenty of big names. Contemporary
ceramics at the Royal College of Art, Kensington Gore,
London SW7



lOthMay. Bonham's Sale of lnternational
Contemporary Ceramics. Auction at 101 New Bond
Street, London, WlS 1SR. Time : 6pm. Viewing :

Fri. prior to the sale 9am-2pm. Sun I I -3pm. Mon 9-
4.30pm. Day of Sale 9am-2pm.
www.bonhams.com or phone 0207-4688269.
Catalogues from 0l 666-502200

l3-15'h May. Battersea Contemporary Art Fair.
Battersea Arts Centre, Lavender Hill, SWI I 5TN
tel:O1 428-661229. or email : enquiries@bcaf.info
Fri. 6-9pm, Sat 1 I -6pm, Sun 1 1-5pm.
€6. (concs. €4)

2l-2214ay. 'ClayArt'. Third year of the Welsh
Potters' Market. The OId Coach House, Llanrhaeadr
Hall, Denbigh, N. Wales. 10-5pm. Over 70 potters,
demos, kiln firings, displays and stalls.
Tel: 01745-812805

27-3OthMay. 'The Craft and Design Experience'.
Fawley Court, Henley. Second year of highly
recommended show.

SthJune'05 Talk by Mike Dodd at the University of
Westminster, Regent St. At 2pm. Followed by a

private view of his show at 7, Marshall St., London.
Tel: O2O7-4377605. Booking is essential. Tickets f,8
for CPA 8t LP members. Others €10, students f,4.
Tel: 01297 444 633.

25-26 lune Earth and Fire 1 1. 90 potters from
UK and Europe. Demos etc. Rufford Country Park.

On the A614 near Ollerton, Newark, Notts. 10am-
6pm. 01 623 822944.

26'h June Doug Jones' open Studio.
starts at 1 lam. 1 14 Norfolk Road, Rickmansworth.
Tel : 01923 770913. lf you have not been before,
you will be amazed. A magical place, beautiful pots

and famous home baked cakes.

l -3'd July lntemational Ceramics Festival.

Aberystwyth Aru Centre, University of Wales.

01970 622882

l -3'd July Ceramics Southeast - A potterc'
mad<et. A selected show of UK 8t European potters
at The Friars, Aylesford, near Maidstone, Kent. Follow
signs from lunction 5/6 on Y12O. Tel: 01622-
790796.
email : info@ceramics-southeast.co.uk
e3-50, concs. l2-5O.

4-8m July Vivienne Rodwell-Davies is arranging a series

of visits, for her own students and others, as a private
venture. This includes visis to: Phil Rogers, lennifer
Hall, Jack Doherty, Walter Keeler, Bridget Drakeford,
Wobage Farm Potters, Simon Hilbert, Bowie er Toff

Milway, John Williams 8t Sarah Monk. The
arrangement fee is f,100 per person plus B U B f.108.
All other fees and transport not included.
O2Og 4410904, or 07949 933 I 08

l4'h-17n Tuly Art in Action Welcome return of one
of the most popular shows. Waterperry House, near
Wheatley, Oxford. Tel: Q2O7 381 3192

29luly-7Aug Ceramica Cumbria. Two porfesrs

linked by a series of demos and workhops. lncludes :

Potfest in the Parlg 29-31 July. A selected show including
DCPG member Marilyn Andreetti.
Mdn event. First event by Ceramics North, held in
Rheged, Europe's largest grass covered building - an
award winning conference and exhibition venue
designed to resemble a Lakeland hill (waterfalls,
streams and lakes). Stunning location near M5.
Lectures and workhops, with demos by the Friths,
Richard Dewar, Richard Godfrey, Roger Lewis. Martin
Lungley, Et Jim Robison.
Potfest in the Pens. Open show of 200 potters at
Skirgill Agricultural Mart, Penrith.
For further info on all this tel : 017684-83820,
or see www.potfest.co.uk

S-lhAug Art in Clay. Hatfield House. I O-6pm.
Tel : 01 159 873966

20'h Sept Bonham's Sale of British Contemporary
Ceramics. Details as before.

For information on even more summer events, see

www.studiopoffery.co. uk

RODNEY MUNDAY, SCUTPTOR

Rodney is a true countryman who has been
involved with farming all his life. These days, however,
he'll be found at country craft and garden shows,
rather that at farmers' markets, his produce consisting
of a wide range of statues, water features and portrait
busts. His is an intriguing story, which he outlined to us

with the aid of slides showing the progression of his

work.
When Rodney's school offered life- drawing

classes at A-level, he discovered that he had a flare for
3-d work. His knowledge of anatomy was already
advanced due to his curiosity and self-taught dissection
skills, (one of the advantages for the budding artist, of
being raised on a farm, is being close to nature). Art
college seemed the logical next step, but it did not
offer what he wanted, so he Ieft to study English at
Oxford. Here he developed his love of the old sagas,

myths and legends, which are a recurrent theme in his

work.
After Oxford he returned to farming and for

over twenty years had little time for sculpting. The urge
to create returned about fifteen years ago, triggered by



his discovery of a form of rubber that is ideal for mould
making and casting. His first piece of sculpture was a

beautiful plaque of Merlin, his face seeming to grow

from the very material from which he is formed. The
transformation of a block of clay into a figure provides

a satisrying simile to the transformation and creation
myths which are an important theme in his work. A
green man followed and was turned into a fountain-
head, at the request of a customer. People began to
commission statues of favourite pets. Thus began a long
line of cats, dogs and horses, followed by pigs, bulls,
frogs and a crafty fox. All of them are full of life and

energy.
Rodney work in a detached, meditative way.

While his hands danced over the clay, plucking bis off
the block and building up the figure, he spoke of myths
and legends, of saints and kings, of casting techniques
and patination, of the artists who have inspired him,
and of how to recreate life out of clay. Every so often
he would step back to view the figure and rotate it on
its turntable, to find the next angle to work on. Always
looking and turning.

For our demonstration, Rodney made a

maquette of a piece he is currently working on for his

old college, a seated figure of St. Edmund. This was the
thirteenth century scholar who founded a school for
boys in Oxford and later became the Archbishop of
Canterbury. Edmund was a medieval aesthetic who ate

Iittle and did not drink. He wore a hair shirt and his

mother's old breast plate, and had himself regularly
flogged with knotted ropes. This was to be a gaunt

figure, clothed in a loose gown with the bones in his

back showing through. ln some way, perhaps by the
attitude of the figure, an indication of his strong
personality would also be revealed.

Rodney works on a sculptor's table a

substantial tripod with a small turntable on top. On this
he placed a small wooden box, and promptly set about
modelling the saint, sitting on this box. For portraits he

will measure the subiect carefully to get correct
proportions, and he will take into account the client's
perceptions of the subiect. ln this case, after researching
the life and times of the saint, he could work more
freely. He prefers terracotta clay because it is closest to
the colour of bronze. He uses wire to reinforce the
figure, and rarely an armature. As it is not going to be

fired he does not have to worry about strengXh and

thickness of the clay, he can iust build up the piece a

Iittle bit at a time, by pinching and squeezing. He likes to
get it together quickly, and then leave it for a few days,

so that on the return he sees it with fresh eyes and can

tell where it needs correcting. The clay will then be dry
enough to carve.

By the end of the demonstration, the saint was

sitting on his box reading a book, and I had learned
more than I realised about how to observe, how to build
up a figure, and how to bring life to the figure. I had

also begun to realise that there is more to sculpting than
simply the physical act of making. lt involves the

relationship a sculptor has with his subject, and also with
the material he uses and how the nature of those
relationships may affect the outcome. AII together it was

a most thought provoking, and inspiring evening. Thank
Rodney, for your illuminating and enjoyable
demonstration.

Ros McGuirk

THE DREADED S-GRACK.

Until a few years ago the S-crack was
somebody else's problem. I had read about it but never
encountered it personally. Then I made a large jar for
the bulk storage of rice with a base diameter of about
200mm and there in the bottom after the glaze firing
was the dreaded S-crack. Fortunately it was not wide
enough to preclude its use for the storage of rice.

When I was recently asked by the same family
member to make a set of wide pasta plates I began to
give some thought to precautions to prevent similar
cracking. The only conventional wisdom that I could
find (Michael Cardew) is to repeatedly apply pressure

with the finger tips or possibly with a flat rib to the
base of the pot after opening up. Not being entirely
convinced by the benefits of the alignment of clay
platelets that this was supposed to provide I began to
ponder the causes of the stresses that the clay must be

under that could only be released by the formation of
a crack. One pafticular possibility came to mind.

When a flat bottom vessel with surrounding
walls dries naturally the wall, with access to air on
both sides, dries much more quickly than the base

which is sitting on a batt or bench top with air access

to one side only and which may also be thicker if it is

subsequently to be turned . The walls will shrink as

they dry and the base will be compressed. These

stresses will be relieved by the still soft clay in the base.

It will thicken slightly to keep the same volume. The
base continues ig much slower drying and shrinkage.
However by now the rim and walls may be quite hard
and as the base dries and shrink the rigid cylinder of
wall is not able to move with it and the base is put
under considerable tension. Sooner or later this tension
is relieved by an S crack occurring.

To test this hypothesis, as soon as the walls of
my pasta bowls would stand inversion I wrapped them
in cling film to stop them drying any further, while
allowing the base to dry sufficiently to be turned. After
turning I re-applied the cling film to the walls to allow
the drying of the base to catch up with that of the
walls. This procedure has ensured that to date I have

not had a single S- crack in the bottom of my plates.

Perhaps my hypothesis is correct.
Colin Hazelwood

OBITUARIES

DAVID TEACH

(OriginaUy published in The Guardian and reprinted
here with their permission)



The potter David Leach, who has died aged 93, was
the eldest son of the potter Bernard Leach. He
admired his famous father's work and considered a self-
conscious deviation from its forms was neither
necessary nor desirable. lntuitive, evolutionary
development was preferred to conspicuous change.

Although David was born in Japan, his family
returned to England while he was still a child. A house
was bought at Carbis Bay in Cornwall, and Bernard,
together with a lapanese friend and potter, Shoji
Hamada, began the formidable task of setting up the
pottery at nearby 5t lves. This radical workshop, with
its mixture of idealism, esthetics, endless discourse and
the stark realities of making a living, faced a continuing
struggle for survival. But the ideas and the standards
that were constructed there had a significant influence
on the direction of 20'h century studio pottery.

David was sent as a boarder to Dauntsey's school,
Wilchire, chosen for the breadth of its curriculum,
particularly in the arts and natural sciences, and a

commitment to a philosophy in which the fostering of
individual talents was tempered by the imperative of
social responsibility. On leaving in 1930, he joined his

father at St lves. He always maintained that he

recognised the unique nature of the experience being
offered and had no doubt as to the rightness of his

decision.
The Leach pottery was a strong moralistic

endeavour. While Bernard remained committed to the
making of individual pots carrying the maker's personal
mark, it did not diminish his advocacy of producing
utilitarian pottery for everyday use.

Such a proiect required a consistency of skill unavail-
able to the workhop at that time. When David arrived
it was peopled by a changing group of students who
came to imbibe the teachings of Bernard Leach and
Iearn the lapanese techniques being used. By then,
Hamada had returned home, and the early pioneers,
Michael Cardew, Katherine Pleydell Bouverie and
Norah Braden, had departed. Fortunately, Harry
Davis, already an accomplished thrower, was in St lves
and, under his guidance, David acquired much of his
prodigious skill.

ln 1934, with his father visiting China and Japan,
David enrolled on a three-year pottery managers'
course at North Staffordshire Technical College, Stoke-
on-Trent. Bernard considered it a deceitful decision
taken in his absence. He knew David had discussed
plans to build a pottery on the Dartington Hall estate.
The possibility that the two initiatives might be related
added to the sense of betrayal. Yet, the industrial
knowledge gained brought new efficiency to the
workhop at St lves.

David's time at college was important for another
reason. While a student at Cambridge, his younger
brother Michael had embraced the Oxford group
which in 1938 became Moral Rearmament and,
through him, David was invited to MRA "house
parties" while in Stoke. Their inter-denominational

nature made a profound impression although later,
following his marriage, he converted to Catholicism.
He disliked the Catholic church's authoritarian
confidence, however, and a personal search for an
independent Christian truth continued until his death.

David returned to St lves to be given, rather to his

surprise, responsibility for the workhop management.
He initiated dramatic changes. The students continued
to come for short study periods, but now local school-
Ieavers were offered apprenticeships. They became the
team capable of producing to a consistent standard the
new high-fired domestic stoneware that Bernard had
prototyped.

Drawing on diverse pottery traditions, the hand-
thrown forms were modern, restrained, yet alive with
the rhythm of their making. Subtle glazes, unfamiliar
in their depth and variegation, further confronted the
uniformity of the prevailing industrial esthetic imposed
by wartime utility legislation. The production of the
Standard Ware range was perhaps at ig maximum
achievement in the years immediately after the second
world war, and became an exemplary model of craft
practice aligned to social purpose.

David, a Christian pacifist and member of the Peace
Pledge Union, had enlisted for army service in 1941.
As for many of his generation, the concept of a just
war sublimated a pacifist belief, but he refused to wear
uniform. He was court-martialled twice. Eventually he
accepted the futility of protest and served in the Devon
and Cornwall Light lnfantry until demobilisation in
1945, after which he became a full partner in the
Leach Pottery.

After the war, Bernard spent more time away from
Cornwall and having decided to move permanently to
lapan with his wife, Janer, he gave the pottery to
David - to take "in whatever direction he think best".
Neither plan was to materialise; Bernard and lanet
could not set up a workshop in Japan, and David left 5t
lves.

Then in 1956, aged 45, he set up an independent
workshop at Lowerdown in Bovey Tracey, Devon.
This always remained small, iust David with one or two
assistants; his own son, ]ohn, was the first. At the
beginning he made slipware, then high-temperature
thrown oven and tableware and a few individual pots.
Economic viability dictated a regular output of
moderately priced domestic ware, though the balance
tilted in later years to accommodate artistic intention.

Certainly, the success of the workhop clarified a

definitive issue. David had no doubt that conscientious
standards, while central to the notional value of direct
production, could not be exempt from the regulating
influence of financial necessity. A proportion of less

good pots was inevitable; they should be acknow-
Iedged, their market value accepted. Others held a

contrary position. The dialectic between an abstract
quality standard and economic demands became the
subject of an open exchange of letters in the Ceramic



Review between David and the Australian potter,
Gwyn Hanssen Pigott.

But though there was no resolution of the issue,

David's achievement in making high standard pottery
within a sound financial framework gave confidence to
many student potters setting up in the late 1960s and

early 1970s.
Above all, David thought of himself as an educator,

largely through the lecture demonstrations he gave to
potters' groups around the world. At these gatherings,

he would invariably speak about his father; his

advocacy was unremitting, but elegant and persuasive.

David assiduously progressed Bernard's reputation yet,
paradoxically, €ame to regret its dominance over his

own life and work.
ln reality, his own pot forms rarely strayed from

known Anglo-oriental-Leach types, though they had

independence also. Whereas Bernard exercised skill
with circumspection, David's crafumanship was
grounded on the obiect iself: a specific quality

derived from precision in making. He liked to
embellish the thrown form and was most confident
when working with the unfired clay.

The cut, fluted stonewares and luminescent
porcelains, the gently beaten bottles and vases with
their deep brown iron-saturated glazes, impressive in
themselves, befit a potter committed to a personal

belief in the continuity of past and present. Never
strident, their essential familiarity brought a€ceptance

from a lay public, as well as from specialist collectors.
And David exhibited constantly, first, in 1953, at

George Downing's bookhop in St lves. Forty years

later, in 1993, he contributed to eight exhibitions, in-

cluding a one-man show in Heidelberg; the following
year it was nine, with a solo exhibition at

Contemporary Ceramics, London. Most recently, he

had shown at the Gallery Besson, London.
As a 9O'h birthday present, his son lohn initiated a

retrospective exhibition, including the work of his

many students, although it was not to be realised until
Spring 2OO3. Curated by Cathy Niblett, it rightly
opened at the Devon Guild, prior to its UK tour, the

final venue being the new Crafu Study Centre at

Farnham. A selection of pots was sent to Japan to ioin
a Bernard Leach and Shoii Hamada exhibition at the

lapanese Folkcraft Museum, Tokyo.
David was a man of intense loyalty. A vice president

of the Devon Guild of Craftsmen, he had been a
primary force in the development of the Riverside Mill
scheme, whereby the guild acquired a permanent retail

and exhibition centre. He was generous in his support
for the youn& both individually and through
cooperative ventures such as the DartingXon Pottery
Training Workhop, of which he was a founder board

member. The proper teaching of throwing was a
constant concern. He believed the continuation of
handwork essential to the human condition, and was

critical of what he considered to be the academic drift
in university ceramic courses.

He is survived by his wife Elizabeth and three sons.

Vicor Margrie

EItEEN TEWENSTEIN: lnventive and sensitive potter
who in 1970 founded Ceranic Review
(Originaly published in "The Independent" and is
reprinted here with their permission).

As a potter, Eileen Lewenstein, the founder and until
1977 co-editor of Ceramic Review, was an ardent
modernist and advocate of the new and challenging,
rather than the established and conventional. She
preferred the cool, crisp lines of Scandinavian design

rather than the more sombre browns and beiges

advocated by Bernard Leach and his followers. As an

ardent and, until disillusion set in, a committed
Communist, Eileen Lewenstein saw her work as part of
her political practice.

For someone with such deeply held and
unconventional views, she came from an unlikely
background. She was born Eileen Mawson in
Streatham, south London in '1925. Her father worked
in insurance and she and her two half-brothers had the
most conventional of childhoods.

From a young age Eileen knew she wanted a career
in the arts and so after three years' study at what was

then the West of England Art School in Bristol and a
year at Beckenham School of Art studying drawing and
painting, she studied for the Art Teachers Diploma at
the lnstitute of Education in London. Here she

attended pottery classes at the Central School of Art
and Design under the eagle eye of Dora Billington,
where among her fellow students was Brigitta Gold-
schmidt (later Appleby) - both developed a passion

for clay.
For a year Mawson taught at Derby High School for

Girls, introducing pottery into the curriculum, but soon
realised that school-teaching was not her metier. At
Derby she had attended an evening class run by Robert
Washington, one of William Staite Murray's more
energetic students at the Royal College of Art before

the war, which had reinforced her interest in clay and
so she decided to try and make her living as a potter.

ln London she worked, along with her college friend
Brigitta Appleby, with Donald Mills another
Communist Party member, who had a pottery near
London Bridge run on collective lines. There were
long earnest discussions on how they should work,
discussions brought into sharper focus when problems

with a contract to make 250,000 refractory ceramic
elements forced them out of business.

Mawson and Appleby then set up a pottery in Baker

Street, calling it Briglin, an amalgamation of their
names. They worked with red earthenware and
produced a range of hand-thrown tableware with
painted decoration that was fresh and modern in feel.
As a student, Mawson had been inspired by Walter
Gropius's account of the Bauhaus, and this positive

response to modernist design led to the development



of an interest in contemporary architecture, which was
to significantly influence her ceramics. Although
resolutely Ieft wing she was not obsessively anti-
commerce and was attracted to the idea of producing
well designed objects at reasonable prices. From the
start, Briglin pots were admired, sought out and
stocked by stores such as Heal's and were to feature
with great regularity in magazines and surveys of
contemporary design like Studio Yearbook of
Decorative An.

At around this time Eileen met and in 1952 married
Oscar Lewenstein, a fellow Communist who was active
within the left-wing Unity Theatre. ln his autobio-
graphy, Kicking Against the Prick (1994), he
described Eileen as having "wonderfully bushy brown
hair", and as someone who gave the impression "of
fantastic efficiency". lndeed she was - and had to be

- highly organised as she eventually managed a large
house, cared for their two children, supported Oscar's
theatre and film projects, worked as a potter and for
many years lectured at Hornsey School of Art.

Although a skilled thrower, Eileen Lewenstein was
inspired by the experimental possibilities of hand-built
work she saw illustrated in the American magazine
Craft Horizons and she decided it was time to leave
Briglin and develop her own work as an artist. A
friendship with the potter Catherine Yarrow, a fellow
Hampstead resident and a maker of totemic forms with
idiosyncratic decoration, encouraged Lewenstein to
explore more sculptural pieces, and she combined
hand-building, moulding and throwing as seemed
appropriate. One notable public artwork was a large
architectural screen for the Convent of Our Lady of
Skin in west London, the flowing linear decoration
perfectly in tune with the grid-like structure. Other
pieces included ingenious interlocking eggs and flower
holders.

ln the mid 197Os a move to Brighton, a house on
the seashore and a studio looking on to the beach, saw
the development of new forms. These included dishes
with wave-like patterns in soft blues, creams and
greens, one of which is in the collection of the VBIA,
and angular linking abstract objects, their shape derived
from sea defences that stood on the beach. Her work
also included tall, thrown vases with pushed and
squeezed walls which, when placed side by side in a

couple-like relationship, took on anthropomorphic
qualities recalling the sculptures of artisg such as

Brancusi. Exhibitions at the British Craft Centre, the
Evan Hauser Gallery and l.K. Hill consolidated
Lewenstein's position as an inventive and sensitive
maker. Her pots are in many national and
international collections.

As a founder member of the Crafumen Potters
Association (now Craft Potters Association) she was
well aware of the debates within the studio pottery
movement, like those between the traditionalists who
saw function as paramount and the avant-garde who
wanted more adventurous forms. Deeply suspicious of

"the establishment", her inclination was always to
support the radical and inventive. She and I met as

council members of the association in the late 1960s,
and when I suggested that it was time for the CPA to
publish something more substantial than a mimeo-
graphed sheet and start a new ceramic journal, she
enthusiastically supported the idea.

Ceramic Review, first published in 1970 with Eileen
Lewenstein as co-editor, aimed to embrace as wide a

spectrum of modern work as possible, a commitment
that led us to include a phallic teapot that resulted in
the loss of several subscriptions. After its early,
smudgy beginnings, the magazine flourished. lts motto
"written by potters for potters" gradually extended to
include articles by critics, scholars, pundits and
enthusiasts. lt was a successful and rewarding partner-
ship as we exchanged ideas about the direction of
ceramics, both of us jollying the other along to ever
more ambitious projects that included books such as

New Ceramics (1974).
With a keen sense of the growing international

community of potters, Eileen Lewenstein was one of
the small band of English potter members of the lnter-
national Academy of Ceramics, later serving on its
council. During the 197Os she contributed to a

number of lnternational Symposia - Bethune, Czecho-
slovakia (197O), Memphis, Tennessee (1973),
Mettlach, West Germany (1974) - and regularly took
part in residencies at the lnternational Ceramics Studio
at Kecskemet in Hungary. There she not only took on
the opportunity to make large forms but also to
establish further links for the magazine, enjoying
meeting artists from the Eastern BIoc and exchanging
ideas, whether about politics or ceramics. As a

member, and later chair, of the World Crafts Council,
British Section, she was enthusiastic about promoting
culturalexchange. She was appointed MBE in 1999.

When her husband became ill in the early 1990s,
she had less time to devote to her pots, although she
continued to co-edit Ceramic Review until shortly after
his death in 1997. Quiet, reserved and thoughtful,
Eileen Lewenstein was a supportive and loyal friend.
Shrewd in her assessments and an absorbing raconteur,
she had a refreshing and disarming sense of humour
that could appreciate the ridiculous as well as the
senous.

BllOK REVIEWS

Emmanuel Cooper

NAKED CLAY: Ceramics without Glazes. Jane
Ferrvman.

This book presents the work of 45 potters who
appear to have only one thing in common: an

unwillingness to hide the surface of their work beneath
glaze.

A wide variety of styles is covered and the four main
chapters are divided by the main characteristic of the
making method:- surface modification by flames, pure



unmodified clay surfaces and clay bodies with inclusion

of pigmens and other materials such as glass.

A fascinating range of pieces is shown, but there is

not a lot of technical information on how the effects

are achieved. For instance, many of the potters give

special treatment to their surfaces, after firing, to
achieve the final desired effects, but this is not
described in any detail.

Much more is written on the thoughts of the potters

and what they are aiming at. lt is probably a failing on

my paft, but in many cases I cannot relate the ideas

expressed to the pictures pictured. Perhaps showing
more pieces by each potter would allow the ideas to
come through better, but then the book would have to
be much larger and would be more expensive.

lan Kent

THE POTTER.'S BOOK OF GLAZE RECIPES.

Emmanuel Cooper. Pub'd A et C Black ringbound
hardback. L19.99

This is a new, revised edition of the book originally
published by Batsford in 1980. Not having access to
an original copy, I can't say how extensive the revision

has been, but there are 455 glaze recipes here, so it
would seem to be a pretty comprehensive coverage.

It begins with eight short chapters on glazes, glaze

materials and glaze processes in general, including the

now obligatory Health and Safety section. This is then

covered by five sections covering the glaze recipes

according to temperature bands. The recipes are

simple, a list of ingredients by percentage dry weight,
and in most cases at least one photo of a test piece is

included. For some of the lower temperature glazes,

two pictures are included showing the glaze on red and

white bodies. Similarly, for some of the stoneware
glazes two photos show the differences achieved

between oxidation and reduction firings.
I am sure that this will continue to be an essential

reference for anyone doing serious work on their own
glazes.

lan Kent

UNDERSTANDING PYROMETERS

Temperature measurement in pottery kilns is a vely
broad field so I will confine myself to (l hope) fairly
simple descriptions of what is available. In this task I
have been aided considerably by the vety accurate and
thorough articles by David Coggins of BPQ kilns in
Australia which he has made available on his website

at:
h ttp ://www. users. bigpon d. com/dcoggins/in dex. h tm I A
sizeable propoftion of this afticle has been constructed
using information from this site with his permission.

Thank you David.

For the vast maiority of us potters we have two
simple choices Pyrometric Cones (Pyroscopes), or

Pyrometers and Thermocouples. The simple difference
between these two is that cones measure accumulated
heat-work, and Pyrometers measure only the pure

temperature prevailing at the exact moment you look
at them. Of these two the cone is the more accurate
because it replicates what is happening to the clay and
glazes in the kiln. But this is not to denigrate the
function of the Pyrometer. lt most certainly has its
place, especially when allied to a kiln programmer, and

for those of us controlling our kilns by hand it is a very
useful guide to the speed at which temperature is rising
or falling!

A pyrometer is simply a device for measuring
temperature using thermoelectric effecs. lt consists of
three parts - the thermocouple, the indicating meter,
and the compensating or extension lead connecting the
thermocouple and meter.

The thermocouple work on a principle discovered
over 1 50 years ago by Thomas Seebeck in Estonia that
if two dissimilar metals are joined together, a tiny
voltage exists between them. People with fillings in
their teeth will have experienced this effect when they
accidentally chew on a bit of aluminium foil!

Later it was discovered that a voltage difference
existed along a length of wire when heated at one end -

and the thermocouple, as we know it today, became a

reality.
ln practice two pieces of wire of dissimilar metal

compounds are joined at one end, the other two ends

being connected to the compensating cable and thence

to the meter. When the iunction of these two wires is

heated, a small voltage is generated and transmitted
down the cable. The amount of voltage generated

varies according to the heat applied to the junction and

is displayed as a temperature reading by the meter, so

the meter itself is in reality nothing more than a rather
sophisticated volt meter or galvanometer calibrated in

degrees of temperature rather than volts.
Many different metals are used for thermocouples,

all with different temperature ranges and characteristics
but potters are concerned with only four basic types,

all of which are currently available in the UK.

TYPE "R'
This is the most commonly available type and one

we are most familiar with. The elements are Platinum

and Platinum with 130lo Rhodium, normally 0.3 of a

millimetre thick (though some manufacturers use

thinner material), running through a fragile twin bore

ceramic support surrounded by a dense porcelain

sleeve. The maximum operating temperature is in the

range of 17O0oC which covers almost, anything we

can throw at it. The chief disadvantage of type R

probes is generally the price; platinum in particular is

subject to severe fluctuations of price in the metal

markets, and this is reflected in the generally high cost

of one of these probes.

The compensating/extension cable associated with
type R probes has an orange casing, and orange and



white cables inside. Of these orange is "Live" and
white is "Return" (it is worth noting here that with all

Thermocouples manufactured in the UK the Return or
minus cable is white).

The official recommendation for type R probes to be

used in reduction is that they be double sheathed to
protect the element. ln practice this very rarely
happens, and the probes used generally seem none the
worse for the experience.

TYPE "S'
This uses similar element composition as type R, but

the percentage of Rhodium is 100/0. Currently only
one UK manufacturer consistently uses this type, it is

more commonly-used in Europe and the U S A. The
cable colouring is the same, but a type R specific meter
cannot be used with a type S probe as the voltages
generated are different.

TYPE'K"
ln the past, the most common thermocouple used by

potters was the type K or chromel/alumel type. The
major advantage of type K was its low price. However,
the type K is only suitable for use to 1200oC absolute
maximum, and has a comparatively short useful life so

does not retain accuracy over many firings.
ln the UK type K can sometimes be found in a

ceramic casing like types R and S but more often found
with a metal covered probe. However it always has a

green coloured cable. The green inner is "Live". The
probe construction usually consists of a heat resistant
Stainless Steel or lnconel tube, with two bi-metal
elements inside it ioined at the tip (hot junction) the
intervening space is filled with an inert mineral powder.
Probe diameters vary from three millimetres upwards,
and the thinner ones can be bent into an arc provided
it is not too acute. A disadvantage is that the majority
of these probes are manufactured with the
compensating cable hard-wired to it.

The type K is adequate for bisque, the Raku process,

earthenware glaze firings, and low temperature glass

furnaces. lt is not suitable for use in an electric kiln
because of the metal probe.

TYPE "N'
A thermocouple developed in recent years and is still

relatively unknown here is the type N, or nicrosil/nisil.
The type N generally has a similar price and
construction to the metal covered type K with the
advantage of much longer useful life than the other (up
to I O times) plus a temperature range up to I 30OoC.
It differs from Type K in that the metal (Pyrosil) casing

forms one part of the element, the other is a single
wire down the centre. The type N is made in the UK
with a probe diameter from lmm to 6mm and the
cable associated with it is a rather dusky pink colour,
the inner pink lead is "live". Like the thinner type K's,
narrow diameter probes can also be bent into an arc if
need be. Officially it too should be double sheathed to

withstand reduction firing, but again experience
suggests this is not necessarily the case (l use two in a

wood-fired salt kiln and they still seem OK after a fair
amount of abuse). As with type K the compensating
cable is normally hard-wired to the probe, and it too is

not suitable for use in an electric kiln.

coNcLusroN
Type R

Pro: is accurate over a wide temperature range and has

the longest useful life.
Con: it is expensive and the sheath is easily broken.
Type S

Pro: is accurate over a wide temperature range and has

a long useful life.
Con: it is expensive, and the porcelain sheath can be
broken easily.

Type K
Pro: cheaper, when metal covered it can't be broken
easily!

Con: short-lived, limited temperature range, once the
probe/cable iunction is melted it can't be repaired.
Not electric kiln friendly.
Type N
Pro: cheap, unbreakable (almost), good temperature
range, reasonable life expectancy, reasonably accurate.
Con: once the probe/cable junction is melted it can't
be repaired. Not electric kiln friendly.

For my money type N is the winner, but then it suits
me, which doesn't mean it will suit everybody! One
feature of any Thermocouple regardless of type is that
the elements degrade and become increasingly
inaccurate as their age increases. Some like K types
have a pretty short life, others like rype R last a lot
longer. lf you are reliant on your meter for accurate
temperature readings then regular checking and
possibly element renewal are the order of the day. lf
however you rely on cones for final measurement and
use the Thermocouple and Pyrometer for observing the
speed of temperature rise, then age and accuracy are
probably a minor concern!

PYROMETERS
Until comparatively recently, pyrometers came in

three sorts (or if you like "flavours") Analogue, Digital
LCD (liquid crystal display), and Digital LED (light
emitting diode). Analogue are now long gone as they
were expensive to make in comparison to digital.
Digital LEDs are now almost always used with mains
powered Controllers, as their power consumption is

too big for a battery powered meter. So for portable
meters we are Ieft with the Digital LCD type. The latest
incarnation of this latter beast is (thank heavens) multi-
-type; so we can now programme the meter to suit the
type of thermocouple we're using. The downside
(there always has to be one) is that they require a

battery or a mains adapter!
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To my mind the only advantage of the analogue

meter was that it did not require a battery; they were
slow responders, and the mark on the dial were
usually in 20o increments which made them difficult to
read accurately; you had to be standing exactly in front
of it and in direct line with the needle or you could be
as much as 1 50 out! Setting the reduction in my last
gas kiln which had an analogue meter, took more than
30 minutes in getting the right number of degrees per
hour climb. Now with the aid of a digital meter and a

digital watch I can do it in two minutes. Modern
technology has some advantages!

COMPENSATING CABLE
The third part of a pyrometer is the compensating or

extension lead, which connects the thermocouple and
the meter.

This cable is the least understood of these three
components, but it has far more significance than iust a
way of connecting the thermocouple and meter. Earlier
in the article I mentioned that voltage is generated
between two ends of a wire by heating one end, in
other words, the difference in temperature between
each end produces a measurable voltage. The
thermocouple uses this principle, and produces a

voltage which is proportional to the difference between
the tip, or hot junction, and the terminal end, or cold
junction. This is a very important point to consider,
because the thermocouple millivolt tables which are
used for meter calibration are produced with the
assumption that the cold iunction is at ambient (air)
temperature. I bet that if you touch the terminal block
(cold junction) of your thermocouple when the kiln is

at maximum temperature, you will find it's
temperature considerably higher than air temperature,
probably 60 to l00o C or higher, though in practice it
ought not to exceed 7Oo C. Therefore, the
temperature indicated on your meter would have a

large error incorporated into it, if it weren't for the
"compensating" Iead.

ldeally, the terminal block should be mounted on a

cooler surface to "heat-sink" the temperature down,
but in practice this is very difficult. However, the
temperature of the cold junction should be kept to a

minimum by preferably nor attaching the terminal
block to the kiln body, and if possible by directing a

flow of cool air onto it. One solution I have employed
was to mount the Thermocouple in the plug hole of a

redundant cylinder head from a two-stroke motor cycle
so that the attendant fins would help to dissipate the
heat.

The compensating lead is composed of material with
the same temperature response as the thermocouple.
One end of the compensating lead will be at the same
temperature as the //cold" junction, and the other will
be close to ambient air temperature. The compensating
lead generates a voltage to compensate for the
difference between the cold junction temperature and
the ambient. ln other words, the compensating lead

acts as a thermocouple, attached in tandem with the
main thermocouple, and together they give the correct
voltage output to the meter. ln effect, the cold
junction of the thermocouple has been extended from
the terminal block to the terminals of the meter, so the
cable is often known as the "extension cable".

Analogue pyrometers were calibrated for the length
of compensating lead supplied with the unit, the
standard in the UK was 2 metres, and that length
should ideally not be changed. ln practice, small
changes of length have only a minor effect on readings.
The length of compensating lead has no effect on most
digital pyrometers. To obtain correct compensation,
the lead which matches the thermocouple type must be
used.

ln the UK all compensating cables follow one simple
rule: all cables are two core and the outer covering is a
different colour according to the probe type. Th€ inner
cable which is the same colour as the outer is always
the live or + cable.

Here's to happy and accurate firings!

Steve Mills

THE OUEENS PARK CENTRE, AYI.ESBURY

For those of you who haven,t heard of eueens park

Centre, we are one of the few surviving Art Centres
left that provide a range of classes from pottery to
Belly Dancing and also have a small theatre and art
gallery. lt is one of the few places left where people
can just turn up and take a class for pleasure and
leisure which doesn't cost the earth.

We also run children's classes during the holidays and
at weekends. We give artists the opportunity of
exhibiting their work in our gallery and only charge a
small commission on work sold.

The good news is that Bucks County Council have
offered to sell the building to the Queens park Centre,
thereby allowing rhem to become independent and self
suppofting. The only problem is that we need to raise
at least four hundred thousand pounds for the cost of
buying and maintaining the building.

We will be delighted to have any support that can be
given, or any suggestions that will help us in our quest.
The address is Queens Park Centre, Queens park,

Aylesbury Bucks. HP2l 7RT.
Tel: 0l 296 424332 Faxz 01296 337363
Answerphonez 01 29 6 43 I 27 2

Heather Paul

Footnote: O.K. Guild members, how about it? What
can we do to help QPC? Why not write in with any
ideas you may have? The challenge is big so some
imagination stretching will be required.

Edior
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CAN YOU HEtP A SCUTPTOR ?

Dmitry Khoryaykin and sculpture

Last lune I had just arrived back to work at

Queens Park Centre in Aylesbury from a very relaxing
sailing holiday. Sarah, my boss, just happened to
mention that Ken Newlan from the Montgomery
Sculpture Trust was looking for someone to fire a

Russian sculptor's work, was I interested?
I had not heard of the Montgomery Trust

before, but was to find out that it was a private
Sculpture trust, set up by Brian Montgomery. Every
year he invites a sculptor to produce a piece of work
for the trust. Most of the sculptors seem to come
from parts of Eastern Europe, but not all of them.
This year would be the first time he had invited a

ceramic sculptor to produce a piece of work.
When I said 'yes' to firing the work, I thought

it would iust mean putting a few pieces of work in the
kiln, but I was to find out it would be far more than
that. I did worry that he might be a temperamental
artist. I was very relieved when, about a week later,
Dmitry, Stas and Adam turned up to meet me;
Dmitry spoke very little English so Stas was acting as his

interpreter whilst Adam is an Australian who works for
Brian at the Montgomery trust. I think Dmitry was just

as anxious about meeting me, as I was about meeting
him. But I need not have worried, both he and Stas

turned out to be a couple of charming young men as

those of you who met them at Mervyn's garden party
would probably agree.

I got to know Dmitry and Stas quite well
during their two month stay in this country.
Originally, Dmitry was commissioned to do three large

sculptures for the trust, which seemed a bit ambitious
to do in two months, especially as Dmitry had to get

used to different types of clay, firing techniques,
temperatures and glazes.

I also realised that we would need more than
one kiln if were going to get all the work through in the

allotted time span. This is where the difficulty arose. I

approached Aylesbury College but unfortunately as

they were doing massive building work, the electricity
would be off and the technician away. Mervyn
Fitzwilliam kindly gave Ken Newlan some contact
numbers of ceramiciss with large kilns, but as it was
the summer holidays, we had no joy in finding anyone.
We finally found loe Files, the technician at Wycombe
College. Who said he may be able to help bur was
going on holiday soon.

I was to find out that ceramics in Russia is very
different from ceramics in this country. Dmitry wanted
to see some clay so I showed him some craft crank,
ordinary stoneware clay and other clay l'd brought
from home. He wanted to know where the clay came
from; I think he envisaged we dug it out from the
hillside and prepared it ourselves, as they do in Russia.

I sent him to Pottery Crafts in Rickmansworth to buy
the clay as the order from QPC would not arrive until
after the summer holidays. Dmitry was amazed at the
wide range of materials and equipment that is available
to ceramicists in this country. He spent about two
hours just looking at all the equipment and glazes,

nearly driving poor Stas up the wall.
One of the pieces that Dmitry was proposing

to make was too large for both the kilns at QPC and
Wycombe College. When my husband and I took
Dmitry and Stas to Arc in Clay at Hatfield House, we
spent some of the time trying to find a person with a

kiln big enough to fire this piece. We had a really
enjoyable time talking to lots of ceramicisa and kiln
manufacturers. We were so lucky to find that Robin
Welch had a kiln large enough and he kindly offered to
fire the work for Dmitry.

Dmitry really enjoyed Arc in CIay, he tried to
video everything that was going on and when the
battery ran out on his video camera, he proceeded to
take photographs. He explained that they don't have
many ceramicists in his part of Russia and he was over-
whelmed by the numbers of people doing ceramics in
this country, and by the wide variety of work they
produced. He had not heard of paper clay or Raku,
adding that they are not allowed to do soda firing in
Russia because of the toxic fumes; he was amazed that
we do it here. He said his visit to Art in Claywas one
of the highlights of his trip.

He loved the new Fitzwilliam wheels we had

iust acquired at QPC and was anxious to meet Mervyn.
He explained that they have to make their own pottery
wheels in Russia which tend to be very erratic, with
work flying off and hitting the walls, if you weren't
careful.

On the day of Mervyn's garden party, I had a

prior engagement so was unable to go. lohn Beckley
kindly offered to take Dmitry and Stas to the party.
Stas cooked some Russian food and I believe they both
had a very good time. Stas won a prize at crazy golf
and Mervyn found time to show Dmitry his pottery
wheels and a collection of well-known potters work.
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A few week later, the Montgomery trust put

on a 'Work in Progress' day. lt was attended by quite
a few members of the Guild, including lohn Beckley
and Mervyn. Ken Newlan gave a speech about the
aims of the Montgomery trust and I was thanked for
my help. Dmitry then unveiled the work he had had
managed to produce so far and then made a speech
with Stas interpreting. Again, I got profuse thank.
Stas cooked some Russian food and toasts were drunk
in vodka.

Everyone was anxious about Dmitry's work
and offered him lots of advice - some, I am quite sure,
he must have found quite confusing. The problem was
the difficulty he was having in drying the work out,
enough to fire it. He was working in a barn which was
very damp, it was a wet summer, the pieces were large
and had thick walls, and he was running out of time.

People agreed that it was best to move the
work while it was in leather hard state and that it
should be put on a pallet to allow the air to circulate,
as it was drying out unevenly and was beginning to
crack. lt took four of them, some days later, to move
the large piece onto a pallet which they managed to do
without a mishap. lt survived the journey to Robin
Welch's studio without mishap, but unfortunately it
cracked quite a lot as they were transferring it into the
kiln. They repaired it as best they could, using a

mixture of paper clay and glaze (which, by then, I had
shown Dmitry how to make). The two pieces I fired,
unfortunately, did not survive because we were rushing
the work. I was going on holiday and it was only five
days before Dmitry and Stas were due to go back to
Russia.

Fortunately, the pieces that Joe Files fired
survived and there were enough pieces to finish the
sculpture.

I went away on holiday so I didn't know any
of this until Stas e-mailed me after they had arrived
back in Russia. Evidently Dmitry had to extend his stay
for two days, but Stas had already agreed to go back to
Russia. with a friend he was at university with, to help
her with her two small children. This meant that
Dmitry was left to repair his work and get it erected
without the help of an interpreter. He then had to
negotiate Heathrow airport on his own. He had
bought so many book and equipment to take back to
Russia that he had to pay a lot of excess baggage. He
has since e-mailed me to say that he could write a book
about those two days and he is now attending English
classes.

He did get the sculpture repaired very well
and it is now in situ at the Montgomery trust. I have
been to visit it and taken some photos which I have
sent on to Dmitry, who would love you all to go and
see his sculpture. lf anybody would like to see this
sculpture, the Montgomery trust is open during Buck
Art Week or you can e-mail Ken Newlan and ask for
a private visit. The address is Snells Farm, Snells Lane,
Little Chalfont.

Before I finish this article, I would like to thank
a few people who helped me with Dmitry,s work.
lenny Hay who gave me loe Files' phone number and
helped me with some of the glazes for Dmitry,s work.
l'd also like to thank lill Brown who came to Queens
Park Centre and did some throwing with Dmitry and
Stas. Throwing seems to be very different in Russia,
and now I think the video Dmitry took of lill,s
throwing technique is being shown to students of
ceramics in Russia. Stas has e-mailed me to say ,,Hi,,

to all the members of the Dacorum and Chiltern
Potters Guild. lf any of you would like to e-mail
Dmitry or Stas, their e-mail addresses are
Khozyavkin@ngs.ru and stasokhrat@inbox.ru

Heather Paul

[Since writing this anicle, Dmitry has sent me an e-mail
to tell me he has won another prize for sculpture since
arriving back home, with a sculpture inspired by his
trip to England, He sends everyone his regards and
would love to hear from any of you, especially with
news of ceramics and related subjecs.J

N(lTEB(lOK
The problems of telephone scams, plus

attempts to obtain illegal access to computers are
increasing in frequency it seems. Some of the computer
scams are now reported as seeming very official, but
avoid invitations to click on to "link,, for more
information, and especially do not send any money or
use premium rate phone lines unless you are very
confident of what you are doing. Recently an e-mail
has been sent out, purporting to be to E-bay customers
asking you to "re-enter your details". This I have been
advised is another "Phishing" scam

lf you are receiving phone calls promising you
wealth, prizes etc. these are now increasingly from a

country other than the UK.("just press the 9 key', ------
DO NOT DO lT ! you will be pestered even more).
BT are aware of this problem but are currently unable
to solve it.

Of more interest is a variation reported to me
recently, by one artist and one potter. This involves
receiving a phone call with glowing possibilities of
selling your work for high prices if you simply register
with this or that agent, or website. ln one case the
"registration fee" was €98, and in another €40. (with
more to pay later).

It is iust possible that some of these schemes
are honest, but this is often doubtful, so do be very
careful to check what you are becoming involved in if
you are approached in this way. lf you want to sell
your pots, or ceramic work, read the following note.

Setting up a selling co-operative
Leslie Parrott is a guild member who is keen to

sell his own work, and believes that it would be a good
idea to ioin with other members who also want to sell,
to form a co-operative group of some kind. lf enough
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people are interested then Les proposes a meeting
could be held to staft this off.
lf you are interested phone Les on 01895 255 O27
or send him a note to his home address; 8 Belmont
Road, Uxbridge, Middx. UB8 I RB.

Rocket Kiln
The weather is improving, but we have not

had any takers for the Rocket Kiln yet. lf you want to
give this a try please phone me or Ros McGuirk (see

Committee list for phone nos.)
Grove House appeal

Crove house in St. Albans wanted a Potter to
run classes for cancer patients. I am very pleased to
report that Cuild member lane Kilvington has offered
to take on this task.
Red Nose Day

During our Friday meeting with Sophie
McCarthy on 1 l'h March, we held an impromptu
collection for the Red Nose appeal. I am delighted to
report that this collection raised €30, and this sum has

now been paid into the Comic Relief Fund. Thank you
all for your generous donations.
Obituary - Rena Green

Rena Green had been a guild member for
many years, and although she did not often attend our
evening meetings, she did join with Guild members at
various events such as Art in Clay, and the Chiltern
Museum open days that we previously ran. Rena was

also involved with Art in Action at Waterperry. It was

at Art in Action about four years ago that Rena had a

nasty fall. This was even more serious than it first
appeared, since it caused heart problems from which
she never completely recovered.

I accompanied Ruth Karnac to the funeral,
and we passed on the condolences of Guild members
to Rena's husband Ron, and other family members.

Mervyn Fitzwilliam

MEMBERSHIP NEWS

We are delighted to welcome the following ten new
members of the Guild.
Kim Bishop-Laggett, from New Barnet currently a part-
time ceramics student, interested in throwing and

hand-building. Mary Anne Bonney of St. Albans
interested in most aspects of pottery. ludy Haggar,
Watford, mainly concerned with hand-building,
decorating and stoneware. Helen Hargreaves from
Hemel Hempstead is interested in hand-building and

stoneware. M. Jones is an art tutor from Milton
Keynes and is interested in sculpture and raku. Mary
Kearns, an artist from Watford, is interested in most
forms of pottery and Julia Knowles from Kings

Langley, who is also an artist, is interested in hand-built
ceramic sculpture.
Ann Maguire from Slough is an l/T pottery teacher
with a general interest in ceramics. Leslie Parrott from
Uxbridge was in Materials Research but is now a potter
with an interest in all aspects, but especially in
porcelain and stoneware glazes. David Knight is a

procurements manager from Dunstable with interests in
hand-building, stoneware, wood firing and soda/salt
firing. We look forward to meeting our new members
at our events and ask existing Guild members to
introduce themselves to them.

---.-------
.. ..GACIN NEVS FOR fuTE.MBNRS

ATTENDING POTTERS OPEN DAY
,',' ' Siiturduy tt'h Nou bet 2{t05.: ,

Hervyn halcsme {rp'lrftn the wpnd*r*t ldea of
subsldising thls year"s entnnce fee to Guild
memben onty, to mark the occasion of tfre
Ggfldtr,fi .-fir,*'tnn*verra,r,y.
The event is to take place at a new venue,
Longdern Schoal; nurnbC*r Road; Hem*l
Hempsted, Hers. The sclrool ha a theare
complex and catering ftcilitles. Some memben
who harrr afiended $e Culldte recent.wal*cho*
will be familiar with thir, but in any cixre, maps
and directbns will be publidred in dre next
Nerv-rletter.
As mentioned in the editorial, we will be
privissed to havf RUTI{.ANNE TUDBALI"AND
IACK',DQHE*TY, 1e;s, pttnrr sf ,*rert dX$nqtbn
who will *m gio* a $lide talk to introAuce thCir
wort< anO dre varied backgroun& to it. They rf,ill
aho demonstrate their maHng technigues and
d*c@* tteir ring ethodr.",soth ma*C . l

functional soda-fired ware but are uniquely
dtfferent from each odrer.
Ruthanne says "l try to make forms drat capErc
Sre soft plasticity of dre material as it evofues on
the wheel, drawing irrpiration fuom the naftral
worid and tfte human bdy. Sodadazing
empharises those rhythms and the making
procss".
Jack says'The firing plryT a nery important Fole

in determiniry horv'*y'pts lorik;:nlnce *o' .

conventlonaldaze is applied. lnstead, dre mark
and articulation of dre forms are produced by the
mixture of bicarbonate of soda and water which b
sprayed into the kiln at dre right time and
temperature. lt ls a dramatic and exciting
procedure which is the frnal creative act in my
making proce$s".

Morning tea and afternoon coffee wlllbe
provided and anangements are belng made for a
buftt lunih to be available for purchue.
The commitree wilt be meeting (with tlretr
calculators) wor*ing ftenetically to come up wfth
6eir'bargain price' for non-memben tickets.: 

loY Wilb
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POTTERS
PROFILES Heatlrcr Peter Nissen

Heather and Peter Nissen are a husband and wife
team currently working in Mill Hill, north London.
They joined the Guild in the autumn of 2003 after
studying ceramics at Barnet College under Vivienne
Rodwell-Davies. They construct and fire their work
in a shed atthe bottom oftheir garden . . .

Heather (\Ahlker) Nissen
was born and raised in Fife,
Scotland. She studied Fine
Art at Edinburgh University,
Drawing and Painting at
Grays School of Ar1,

Aberdeen, finally moving to
London to take her MA at Chelsea School
of Art. Since graduating Heather has worked
continuously as a professional artist
exhibiting and selling her paintings and
sculptures at various venues including The
Paton, lCAand Mall Galleries in London,
Aberdeen Ad Gallery, The Royal Scottish
Academy, Edinburgh and The Third Eye
Gallery, Glasgow Although her training was
primarily in painting the substance of her
work lies much deeper than the flat surface.
Encrusted layers of oils, encaustics and
marble dust and other mixed materials are
used to explore her visions of landscapes
and vessels. ln a similar way her recent
work in ceramics use additions of metal
oxides, combustible materials and inclusions
in the clay body to explore her deep ties
with her native Scottish landscape. Fissures,
erosion, growth and strata are all present

Ti,o piece.s Heotltar & Percr lrut e
been workitg ott together : Ic.fl:
(urrL'd gonlcn sL'(tl \ ttlr l)ilriun
glu:cs : rtgltt: tttklu ( onslt u( tiott,
u largc stotrcwure weter Jaalu'e.

in her pots both as surface
decoration and in their actual
construction.

Heather's pots are variously thrown on the
wheel, coiled, slabbed and pinched often
combining techniques in one pot. Most of
her work is single-fired to .\7 in an electric
kiln sometimes using local reduction and
she also raku fires in a gas fired converted
electric kiln.

.,r., 
, . .

Tttll bott'l fonns - mi.retl put'alain &
slotrcwore clay.s tyitlt tolcunic glazes

.. ,:
t. :':l-
t i'n

'&. i -l.t

.' . I{:r
r-. i,:t.il::l

' ! ,'-::ri i

Lclt : Heuthcrttorkirtg on u toll pot : rigltt :
resscl Jbnn - utt c,rplorution of nufirral .strala
usirt,g latcred stnitrcd ckn's uncl le.rtural gla:c,s

l1:.]l

dItJtf3-FE:
()roup of .slonetrut? rase s - rni.rcd t'lrt\.s thrown
toget her, dol ot nite g I o:e.

t 4J* l;:",'":T i,"Ji,i i1"1".u
. ffi rnLeresr ray marnry rn musrc.

ile uurrpusrng. prayrng ano

:t :fi:': H l::?from 
his roft

variously as a maths teacher. painter and
decorator, security guard, talent scout,
packer, graphic designer and printer, not to
mention three company directorships. His
passion for making things was rekindled at
once when handling a piece of clay for the
first time in over thirty years at his first City
& Guilds Design class at Barnet college.
Working with clay came naturally to him and
it wasn't long before getting to grips with
working on the wheel, his preferred method
of working. A sculptor friend gave him an
old electric fronuoading kiln which had been
retired from service at Farnham College and
Peter stripped it down and converted it into
a gas fired raku kiln which is still being used
to this day. The addition of a toploading
electric kiln increased workshop capability
to include earthenware and stoneware and,
of course, enable more work to be done
during the winter months.

Peter insists that he follows no particular

school though he is heavily influenced by
several: Hamada'straditional values, Coper's
unique slant on mid-2Oth century design,
Sottsass' clean architectural approach, lan
Godfrey's sensitivig and simplicity and Ladi
Kwali's strong forms and earthy decorative
technique are amongst many sources of
inspiratlon.

His work usually begins on the wheel and
is often composed of thrown and altered
sections, sometimes carved, sometimes
asymmetrical. always organic in essence.
For Peter every piece must have a soul;
those that do not, end up in the bin!

Right from the start his fascination with glaze
chemistry led him to experiment with
individual finishes and his'try anything and
everything'attitude has brought him his own
personal palette of texture and colour, and
a practised hand (and chisel) at separating
pot from kiln furniture !

- ),-,,,- )- )..,-
Although their individuai works are quite

distinct Peter and Heather also work together
on larger pieces. A recent commission for
several related sculptures for a privab garden

has kept them busy for a number of months.

(ll6sl11ltisg Vr,,t top-le.ft : L titaniwn glozed
,\tonevore bottles waititg.fbr glaze firing : 2.
rakuJtred pot with copper ba.scd gla:es & re.sist ;
.]. itt:ised ash glcr:.ed bonle vith o.itle decoranon :
1. osh glu:ed caned dish *,ith tanadiunt & dr-t
o.slt decoroliut.

v.oJ:;;t find it:t mf,:3 I,ro"', !c:r.i:ct 3 )c:.-;
0n their ivcbs;le :

v,rwrv.the bottc lnof tlregarden. eo. uk
I cl a lll: ll:

I pois@thebottonlofihega;'ele:l.co.uk
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PAUT PRIEST WORKSHOPSlgTH AND 26TH

FEBRUARY 2(l(l5

lnterest in Paul's workshop grew as the date
approached. luggling to ensure attendance for all and
viable numbers on two dates, in addition to the
availability of venues and of course Paul, presented a

challenge.
This challenge resulted in the workhops running on

the above two dates at the new venue of Longdean
School Pottery in Hemel Hempstead.

The following is a picture record of the techniques
involved.
l. Here we see Paul demonstrating the setting up the
armature for his sculpture, using a S-sided plywood
box screwed together to enable easy dismantling before
firing with a dowel secured to the height of the desired
figure.

Paul uses bubble wrap to form the head. Most
workhop members needing to fire in kilns at schools
or evening classes used newspaper to avoid the fumes
involved in burning plastic.

2. Workhop members used a ply wood disc securing a

Iength of dowel in the centre to the required figure
height and formed the head with newspaper.
3" Thin slices of clay are taken from the bag using a

cutting wire and quickly applied to the armature by
Paul.

4. Clay applied by a workhop member to the
newspaper arTnature.

5 eI 6 The clay is roughly applied, then features are
pressed in, or further clay is applied to form eyebrows
for example. Mouth openings Bt eye sockets are
formed by pressing. Triangles of clay were applied to
form a nose, with nostrils modelled in. ln one case a

student Ieft space for a waterspout before forming the
lips of the mouth. Ears were added and balls of clay
were used to form eyeballs, or alternatively discs of
clay were used. Eyelids were pressed into shape and
applied to enclose the eyes.
A range of tools and methods were used to form

hair, beard or head dress. Some of the sculptures were
worked to a smooth surface others Ieft with a rough
finish a la Paul. AII participants had an enjoyable and
rewarding day. Paul was thanked and we pondered
the task of loading sculptures into cars to take away for
drying and firing.

Hopefully photographs of the "Green" sculptures
taken at the end of each workhop day will soon be
available on the web site. The fired and completed
sculptures will be on display at our Potters Open Day
(POD) in November.

We hope to see many of you at future workshops.
Helen Vernon.
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'l'he Smokies

COMMITTEE IIST
Munay Fieldhouse (President) 014+2-851 229
Northfields Studio, Tring, Heru. HP23 5QW
Mervyn Fiuwilliam(Chair u Newsletter) Ol 442-242332
"Longfield", Bulstrode Lane, Felden,
Hemel Hempstead, Heru. HP3 OBP

Jan Kent (Treasurer/Pitstone Organiser) 01908-674 051
48 Coleshill Place, BradwellCommon, Milton Keynes,
Buck. MKl3 8DP

John Beckley (Secretary)

nlo

44 Wolsey Road, Northwood, Mdx. HA6 2EN
Digby Stott (Membership) 01442-+04 122
"Broomfield", 36 Box Lane, Boxmoor, Herts, HP3 0D]
loy Wills(Open Day Organiser) 01295-48 r Or 5
2l Tindal Road, Aylesbury, Buck. HP2O IHT
Ros McGuirk (Programme Organiser and 01727-834 326
Vice-Chairman) 13 The Park, St. Albans, Heru. ALI 4RU

01923-822 659

ot442-822 510

ot280-823 33t

Janet Collings (Librarian)
4l Grove Road, Tring Heru. HP23 5PD
Kirsteen Holui (Publicity)
Railing 7a Mitre St. Buckingham, Buck. MKlS IDW



THEARTS

CENTRE
of Brunel

Arts Centre
Brunel University
Uxbridge
Middx UBB 3PH

Tube lines:
Piccadilly &
Metropolitan

Brunel University
exists to provide high
guality education and
research of use to
the eommunity

BRUNEL UNIVERSITY ARTS CENTRE
2OO5 WEEKEND & WEEKLY COURSES

The Arts Centre's new programme of counses starts in the
Aufumn, with Weekly ctasses on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays.
our classes cater for both the Beginner and those with experience: studio
facilities are also available for class members.

Weekend courses include specialist sessions in Porcelain,
Glazing (both the theorctical and practical aspects),
Mouldmaking & Slipcasting, Throwing, Decoration and
Handbuilding, with tutorc including West Marshall, Laura
Furlong, Matt Sherratt, Beryl Sedgwick and David Cowley.

ln August 2006, we will be moving into our new purpose-built Arts centre as
part of Brunel's multi-million pound ma$erplan. Look out for our fantastic nsry
Ceramic Studio!

For free brochure
01895 2ffi074 fax 01895 209735

e.mail artscentre@brunel.ac.uk www.brunel.ac.uUartscentre

Ceramic materials and equipment

Campbell Road, Stoke-on-Trent ST4 4ET

Tel: 01782 745000 Fax: 0t 782 746000

sales@potterycrafts.co.uk

Loioox NottH
Wnton Ho6e, 2 Winton Approach

Warford Road, Croxley Green
Rlclqn.nsorth, Hero WD3 3TL

Tel: 01923 800006 Fu: 01921 2.t55t,t

Batterser, London SW8 3NS

Tel: 020 7720 0050

Fax: 020 7627 8290



AYEFCO tTD
FELDEI{, HEiIEL HEITPSTEAD,LOIIGFIELD, BULSTRODE LA}IE, FELDEil, HI

HERTFORDSHIRE HP3 (lBP

PHONE / FAX OL442 242332
YOU COTILD BUY ANY WHEEL ....

....OR YOU COULD BUY A
FITZWILLIAM WHEEL

....."M] Rolls Rovce".....
Mildred Slaxer (1970)

,..owned my Fitz*'illiam Wheel for T*entl Five
years..,.. wonderfully comfortable to use...... a jol to
rvork on...... still in perfect order......
Mrs. C.C. (2000)

...,.. the Survey (Ceramic Review) told me n'hat I
already know....,. have worked on man] n'beels.....
Fitzwilliam wheel is the best there is......
Mr.D.S. (2000)

The Craftsman Wheel
Fitzwilliam Wheel
Felden Wheel

Potterv ll'heels desiened bv Menyn Fitnyilliom,
available for hire or s&le from Ravefco limitetl

Itotter
OUR NEW SHOWROOM IS NOW OPEN!

Txr PorreRS CoNNEcroN LrD HAs MovED!

We ruow HAVE sHowRooM pREMtsES opposrrE THE FAMous
Graosrolrr Porrenv Musruu.

Wr Hnvr A vAST RANGE oF TooLS, BRUSHES, srEVES,

WHIRLERS ETC ON DISPLAY AS WELL AS THE INCREASINGLY
popuLAR Sutlpo wHEELS. A svnrl sELEcloN oF ouR vAST

RANGE OF TOP AND FRONT LOADING KILNS IS ALSO ON SHOW.

lr vou nne THINKTNG oF MAKTNG A spECrAL JouRNEy ro us
& wouro LIKE To coLLEcr AN oRDER, srMpLy cALL us A

couplE oF DAys tN ADVANCE & wE wrrr HAVE youR oRDER

wAtlNG FoR You wHEN You ARRrvE.*

WE srlrr ArM To pRovtDE ALL oF youR cRAFT AND HoBBy

POTTERY NEEDS AT VALUE FOR MONEY PRICES. SO IF YOU DO

NOT HAVE A COPY OF OUR CATALOGUE, PLEASE CONTACT US &
wE wtLL RUSH oNE oFF To you tru rHe posr!

* 5% Discount to DCPG Members *'
Tsn Porrrns CoNnncrroN Lro

Cnanrvlcr Sr, Loxcror, Srore-on-TnnNr, ST3 lPJ
Tnl:01782 598729 Frx:01782 593054

Enr,ul : s,rr-Es@RorrnRS-coNNECTroN.sAGEHosr.co.uK
*Subject to availability
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CERAMATECH
A hand-picked selection of the finest clay bodies
available, including f,arthstone's
T Material. S Material. St Thomas & Cranlc

Industrial & Raw materials, Oxides & Plaster.
eorz/l

Glazes for all temperatures - including the Botz
range from SKG in Germany -
(Excellent full colour catalosue available)

Colours, stains & pigments for all temperatures -
including the HFC range ofstains,
Velvet underglazes & Duncan brush-on's

Kilns, Cones & Temperature control equipment.

Throwing Wheels, Slabrollers, Mixers & Extruders.
Handtools, turntables, sieves & books,

Mail Order & Export service, Visa, Mastercard &
Switch accepted.

Ceramatech supplies many professional potters,
schools, colleges, Day Centres & Hospitals.
We are London's largest independent Potters
Supplier - established 1988.

You can contact or visit us at:-

CERAMATECH LTD,
UNITS 16 &I7 FRONTIERWORKS,
33 QUEEN STREET,
TOTTENHAMNORTH,
LONDON, N17 8JA.

rr
I Tel:0208 885 4492 Fax:0208 365 1563 

|

I e-mail:ceramteclondon@aol.com I


